
 
 

Green Digital Finance Specialist  
 
We are looking for a purpose-driven green digital finance specialist to manage and 
implement for our new vertical: greening real-estate assets. We are seeking a new highly 
motivated colleague who is passionate about the intersection between green finance, 
fintech, and climate change to build ways to de-carbonize real-estate asset via green 
digital finance. It is an important step towards delivering on our mission to make every 
citizen a green asset owner. Are you ready to join GDFA’s mission? This is a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity.   

 
The role 
 
The Green Digital Finance Specialist will manage and implement a portfolio of projects 
aimed at finding innovative ways to innovate real-estate finance with digital technology 
to shift homes from net emitters to climate positive. You will map best practices, map 
data available to be used in financing instruments such as energy efficient mortgages, 
design models and blueprints for innovative green digital financing options to shift real-
estate from a driver of climate change to a solution to the climate crisis. You will base 
blueprint development on experience harvested from experiments across six European 
countries in collaboration with a large consortium of partners.  
 
The responsibilities include: 

 Work with GDFA partners on digital data for finance to scale energy efficient 
mortgages. This includes working with an energy data-lake and scientists.  

 Manage and implement GDFA work package of project across 6 countries on 
using digital finance to find scalable financing models to shift to energy positive 
real-estate. Using digital finance to green the most important asset people own to 
make them part of the green transition. The project will commence in 2022 and 
run for four years in a large consortium of partners.  

 Ensure project management, reporting, partner coordination on the GDFA work 
package, draft content, and ensure quality control.   

 Represent GDFA in relevant green digital finance discussions.  

 Drive next step of GDFA green digital portfolio development together with the 
Executive Director to take it to the next level of funding and partnership 
development.  

 
Experience sought:  

 5-10 years of professional experience.  

 You either have demonstrable and relevant expertise in green finance with an 
exposure to digital applications or you come from a fintech background with a 
keen interest in green finance use cases.  

 You understand how different climate (energy primarily) data can be leveraged.  

 It is preferable that you have worked with real-estate finance.  

 Project management experience of complex partner-based projects.  



 
 

 Excellent English verbal and written communication skills and an ability to 
translate technical content into comprehensible and engaging communication.  

 You have resilience to thrive in an early-stage organisation where the set-up is 
being shaped.  

 You are a self-starter with a pro-active mindset. A person who does not wait to be 
told what to do, but independently drives results and reach out to new and 
existing partners.  

 
About GDFA: 

 
Green Digital Finance Alliance is a not for profit foundation co-founded by UN 
Environment and ANT Group launched in Davos in 2017 to leverage digital technologies 
and innovations to enhance financing for the Paris agreement and the green SDGs. We 
have a mission to make every person on the planet a green asset owner and we believe 
that digital technology is the only pathway to deliver on this mission. We deliver on the 
mission via catalyzing market innovation and policy action that leverages digital finance 
to, on the one hand, address the barriers to scaling green finance and, on the other hand, 
promote innovation that unlocks investments in the real economy directed at citizen 
green asset ownership. 

 
What we offer:  
Duty station: Geneva Switzerland, as part of a remote team.   
Contract duration: 4 years with possibility of extension  
Salary: Comparable to other NGOs and depending on expertise  
Deadline for submission: September 15th at 9 am CET  
Application documents: CV and a cover letter describing how you fulfill the requirements 
of the role. Cover letter should be maximum two pages A4.  
Preferred start date: November 1st, 2021, but negotiable.  
Submit application to mh@sustainabledigitalfinance.org  
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